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Drama Objectives
For children to learn why Drama is important, to become
familiar with all basic drama techniques such as role-play
and mime.
To demonstrate good negotiation skills when working as an
ensemble that children can use in all subjects across the
curriculum.
To improve public speaking skills which are inevitably an
asset to every individual’s lifelong career.
To show children that Drama is not only for the most
extrovert children – there are opportunities to just be a
“face” or a “voice” in the chorus as well as an abundance of
roles backstage.
To support children in exploring the world around them
using imaginary characters.

Equipment List
Our teachers will remind you of what they will be using in school the
following week so that you can ensure that it is ready for them or let
them know it is unavailable.

Equipment we will use in
Equipment our teacher
school (if available):
will bring in from home:
IWB
props
projector
beads
percussion instruments
coffee
pens, pencils, coloured
coins
pens
beach props
tissue paper
cardboard boxes
paper
Sellotape
mini whiteboards
school iPad
Equipment we will provide at
no cost:
audio-visual resources
worksheets
presentations,
scripts
videos
reports for each child

KS1 Scheme of Work

Skill Progression - Reception
Reception Unit 1
Reception Unit 4
To understand the story of The Tiger
To create a mime sequence of our daily
Child and create a soundscape of the
routine
jungle To role play characters from The
To learn about different types of homes
Tiger Child story book
To explore and re-create the story 'Town
To understand Walking Through the
Mouse and Country Mouse'
Jungle story and perform animal sounds
To explore the story 'Goldilocks and the
and movements To move around the
three bears'
room as a jungle animal
To recreate the story 'Goldilocks and the
To understand what a rainforest is and
three bears' using role play techniques
act out a rainforest
learnt To perform our role plays of
To act out a lion hunt through the jungle
Goldilocks and the three bears
Reception Unit 2
Reception Unit 5
To explore the topic of trust through
To explore the story 'Pirate Piggy Wiggy'
Drama
To understand how to use a treasure
To explore the topic of friendship
map
through Drama
To further develop our knowledge on
To use music and movement to act as
coordinates and directions
under the sea animals
To create our own treasure chest and
To use body language and facial
find it
expressions to act as a sea creature
To explore the musical sensory story
To act as under the sea animals through
'Ahoy there me hearties'
song
To act out the story 'The Lazy Pirate'
To perform "Slippery Fish" as a class

Reception Unit 3
To understand space and act out a
scene in space
To act out "We Love Rockets" song
To understand the importance of team
work
To learn the value of relationships with
family and friends
To listen to a story and act as both
characters and scenery
To use physical theatre in role play

Reception Unit 6
To discuss the story of P.T Barnum and
the circus and create a role play
Discuss equality and celebrate
differences through character
To understand how your words and
actions can affect others
To learn about disguise and costume
To explore the poem 'Fun at the Circus'
To create a soundscape of the Circus

Year 1
Year 1 Unit 4
To do a reading comprehension of Peter
Year 1 Unit 1
Rabbit and learn about body language and
To meet a creature from the Gruffalo
facial expressions of Peter Rabbit
story book
To understand the difference between
To use language to imagine and recreate
borrowing and stealing and act out the
roles and experiences
"chase" scene
To vary voice and intonation with
To learn about judging characters and act out
purpose
the Cat scene using mime
To use facial expressions and body
To understand the five senses when acting
language to portray a character
out a day in the life of Peter Rabbit
To meet the Gruffalo through hot seating
To use mime to act out Peter Rabbit Tales
To perform the Gruffalo song with
To create freeze frames and then add voice to
actions
the freeze frames
Year 1 Unit 2
To get familiar with the story 'FunnyBones - The
Pet Shop' by Jocelyn Stevenson
Year 1 Unit 5
To create freeze frames for the video 'Funny
To understand what a soundscape is
Bones - Dinosaurs' by Jocelyn Stevenson
and create one for a thunderstorm
To be able to retell the story of 'Funny Bones To work in groups to create a
Bumps in the Night' by Jocelyn Stevenson
soundscape of a thunderstorm using
To be able to use the activity 'imaginary
percussion instruments
mirrors' to tell part of the story of 'Funny Bones
To create soundscapes for clips of
- Ghost Train' by Jocelyn Stevenson
Peter Rabbit
To be able to use the activity 'Soundscape' to
To create a soundscape of an
express the mood of the video 'Funny Bones elephant march through the jungle
City Nights' by Jocelyn Stevenson
To create a soundscape of the jungle
To be able to narrate a section of the video
To create a soundscape of the beach
'Funny Bones - Fright Night' by Jocelyn
Stevenson
Year 1 Unit 6
To use role play to understand the theme of
Year 1 Unit 3
wanting something you cannot have
To listen to and perform parts from
To act out some of the script of Rapunzel
Goldilocks and the 3 bears
To understand what it would be like to live a
To act out a fairytale with a script
day in the life of Rapunzel
To appreciate drama through poetry
To learn how to act out poetry
To learn about how your actions might
To rehearse poetry ready to act out to an
hurt others through Drama
audience
To use repetition and intonation to act
To perform a song and poetry to an audience
out a Fairytale
To use improvisation to act out a
fairytale

Year 2
Year 2 Unit 1
To understand how the victims of the Fire of
London felt through hot seating
To understand British Values through Drama
To use physical theatre to become a non-human
object
To combine soundscapes and physical theatre to
represent the wind that spread the fire
To use conscience alley technique to act out
feelings
To use physical theatre and mime to perform
Great Fire of London

Year 2 Unit 2
To be able to perform as an ensemble
To recap and continue with the nativity play that
was working on last lesson
To be able to use sets and props and understand
how these are important
To continue with the crafts and use them as props
on the stage
To be able to discuss the characters and
understand the roles that they play.
To perform the nativity scenes we have been
working on, being able to apply the progress we
made last lesson for characterisation

Year 2 Unit 3
To understand more about WWII using "Teacher
in role" technique
To use improvisation in pairs to act as children
at the time of WWII
To use mime to create a shelter for a family in
WWII
To listen to an air raid siren and improvise
acting in a shelter
To create two freeze frames of families during
WWII
To empathise with the experiences and feelings
of evacuees

Year 2 Unit 4
To create a freeze frame of the famous painting
"The Last Supper"
To learn about Florence Nightingale through role
play
To learn about outer space through Drama
To learn about bullying through Drama
To learn about weather and seasons through
Drama
To create a role play story based on their
favourite topic this term

Year 2 Unit 5
To understand what a soundscape is and create
one for a thunderstorm
To work in groups to create a soundscape of a
thunderstorm using percussion instruments
To create a soundscape of the beach
To create a soundscape of the rainforest
To create a soundscape of a supermarket
To combine role play with a soundscape to
perform as an ensemble

Year 2 Unit 6
To learn about Peter Pan and Captain Hook
To go on a "voyage"
To further develop our knowledge on
coordinates and directions
To create our own treasure chest and find it
To act out the story 'The Lazy Pirate'
To create a short role play based on a landscape

